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Disclaimer

This presentation has been produced by Europris ASA (the "Company") exclusively for information purposes. This Presentation has not been approved, reviewed or registered with any public authority or stock exchange. 

Further to the aforementioned, this presentation is the result of an effort of the Company to present certain information which the Company has deemed relevant in accessible format. This Presentation is not intended to 

contain an exhaustive overview of the Company's present or future financial condition and there are several other facts and circumstances relevant to the Company and its present and future financial condition that not 

been included in this Presentation. This Presentation may not be disclosed, in whole or in part, or summarized or otherwise reproduced, distributed or referred to, in whole or in part, without prior written consent of the 

Company.

This Presentation contains certain forward-looking statements relating to the business, financial performance and results of the Company and/or the industry in which it operates or intends to operate. Forward-looking 

statements concern future circumstances and results and other statements that are not historical facts, sometimes identified by the words "believes", expects", "predicts", "intends", "projects", "plans", "estimates", "aims", 

"foresees", "anticipates", "targets", and similar expressions. The forward-looking statements contained in this Presentation, including assumptions, opinions and views of the Company or cited from third party sources are 

solely opinions and forecasts which are subject to risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual events to differ materially from any anticipated development. None of the Company or any of its subsidiary 

undertakings or any such person's officers or employees provides any assurance that the assumptions underlying such forward-looking statements are free from errors nor does any of them accept any responsibility for 

the future accuracy of the opinions expressed in this Presentation or the actual occurrence of the forecasted developments. The Company assumes no obligation to update any forward-looking statements or to conform 

these forward-looking statements to our actual results. Furthermore, information about past performance given in this Presentation is given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as, and is not, an 

indication of future performance. No representation or warranty (express or implied) is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on, any information, including projections, estimates, targets and opinions, contained 

herein, and no liability whatsoever is accepted as to any errors, omissions or misstatements contained herein, and, accordingly, neither the Company nor any of its parent or subsidiary undertakings or any such person’s 

officers or employees accepts any liability whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from the use of this document.

By reviewing this Presentation you acknowledge that you will be solely responsible for your own assessment of the market and the market position of the Company and that you will conduct your own analysis and be 

solely responsible for forming your own view of the potential future performance of the businesses of the Company. This Presentation must be read in conjunction with the recent financial reports of the Company and the 

disclosures therein. The distribution of this Presentation in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. Persons in possession of this Presentation are required to inform themselves about, and to observe, any such 

restrictions. No action has been taken or will be taken in any jurisdiction by the Company that would permit the possession or distribution of this Presentation in any country or jurisdiction where specific action for that 

purpose is required.

No shares or other securities are being offered pursuant to this Presentation. This Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer or invitation for the sale or 

subscription of, or a solicitation of an offer to buy or subscribe for, any shares or other securities in any jurisdiction, nor shall it or any part of it or the fact of its distribution form the basis of, or be relied on in connection 

with, any offer, contract, commitment or investment decision relating thereto, nor does it constitute a recommendation regarding the securities of the Company.

By reviewing this Presentation you agree to be bound by the foregoing limitations.

This Presentation speaks as of November 2022. Neither the delivery of this Presentation nor any further discussions of the Company with any of the recipients shall, under any circumstances, create any implication that 

there has been no change in the affairs of the Company since such date. The Company does not intend, and does not assume any obligation, to update or correct any information included in this Presentation. This 

Presentation shall be governed by Norwegian law, and any disputes relating to hereto is subject to the sole and exclusive jurisdiction of Norwegian courts.
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Customers

Logistics
• More than 40 years of wholesaler experience

• Efficient set-up and nationwide reach

• New modern central warehouse from mid-2019

Marketing
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Sourcing

Stores

• From more than 30 countries

• Pan-Nordic agreement with ÖoB and Tokmanni

• 1 million leaflets in distribution

• 0.7 million subscribers to digital newsletter

• 1.2 million members in the MER customer-club

• Cost-efficient locations and operations

• 100% of like-for-like (LFL) stores profitable in 2021

• Track-record of 10-15 new or relocated stores p.a.

• 35 million customer transactions in 2021

• Widely recognised brand and price position1

• Increasing market share and gaining new customers

1 Mediacom Brand Tracker 2021

Norway’s #1 discount variety retailer

276
Stores



30 years of consecutive growth
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Store 

#250

Listing 

on 

Oslo 

Børs

JV with 

Tokmanni

and opened 

Shanghai 

sourcing 

office

Acquired by 

Nordic 

Capital, 

Store #200

Store 

#150

Acquired by 

IK 

Investment 

Partners
Store 

#100

Founded by 

Wiggo

Erichsen

Wholesale 

agreement with 

Terje Høili AS

Strong 

growth 

following 

Covid-19 

1992-2020: Europris chain sales (all stores, both directly operated by the group and the franchise stores)

2021: Europris chain sales, Lunehjem (consolidated as of March 2021) and Lekekassen (consolidated as of August 2021)

LTM 2022: Europris chain sales, Lunehjem, Lekekassen and the Strikkemekka Group (consolidated as of July 2022)

Acquired

67% of 

Lekekassen



Strong performance driven by solid merchandising
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NOK billion
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• Revenue growth:

• Solid performance in existing stores

• Store expansion

• E-commerce

• Positive revenue effects from Covid-19

• Gross margin:

• Sourcing partnership

• Positive contribution from fixed freight agreement

• Category upgrades drive margin improvement

Revenue and gross margin*

* For the period 2014-2019, the Europris group reported adjusted gross margin, which did not include unrealised foreign exchange effects. From 2020 the gross margin includes the unrealised foreign exchange effects. 
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* Source: Kvarud analyse, Shopping Centre Index, Virke retail index (using figures reported by statistics Norway)

Note: Europris chain is all stores, both directly operated by the group and the franchise stores 6

Outperforming the general market

• Overall strong market performance last three years

• Europris has outperformed the market year to September

• Development in Q3 more comparable to last year

• Europris outperforming stores in shopping centres



Europris with a competitive edge and strong concept

1 Europris chain figures
2 Kvarud Analyse: Norwegian shopping centre index
3 Virke retail index (using figures reported by statistics Norway)
4 Mediacom annual market survey 
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Continuously expanding market share1,2,3

9,3 %
8,4 %

7,7 %

6,0 %
5,3 %

6,4 %

27,8 %

2,2 %

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

Shopping centres Total retail Variety retail Europris

✓ #1 price perception

✓ 100% brand recognition

Market leader in Norway driven by a strong brand4



Sales growth for low-price items

Figures are for the second quarter 8

+8.5%

-2.8%

8.5%

-25.1%

< NOK 100 NOK 100-1000 > NOK 1000

-2.8%

-25.1%

60%

33%

7.0%

•Sales development per price point •Share of sales •< NOK 100

•> NOK 1,000

•NOK 100 – NOK 1,000

Europris 

Q2-22



Successful campaign targeting and category upgrades
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• More campaigning towards everyday consumables –

driving recurring traffic to stores and generating sales

• Upgrade of the «Handyman» and DIY category 

• Successful take-over of carpets distribution – new 

assortment well received by customers

• Pet food category remains a strong performer 

after upgrade



Leveraging on low-price position
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• A tougher market for consumers

• Inflation and interest rate hikes hit household’s disposable income

• Strong focus on daily consumables and lower price items

• Driving traffic and sales through targeted campaigns

• The Europris concept is well suited for current market environment, with 

low prices and strong campaigns

• Ready for the important seasons in the fourth quarter 



Next event: Capital markets update 8 December 2022,

at Hotel Continental


